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DESCRIPTION

The INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine is a versatile and compact laundry solution tailored for small garments like underwear, socks, and baby clothes. Employing intelligent imitation hand wash technology with high-frequency vibration, it ensures a thorough 360-degree yet gentle wash, preserving the integrity of clothes. Constructed with environmentally friendly upgraded TPE material, it guarantees durability and resistance to stretching, aging, and high temperatures. With a generous 6L capacity, it accommodates more clothes while promoting energy efficiency. Featuring user-friendly touch controls, including three-speed time adjustment, it simplifies operation, and the integrated washing and draining functions streamline the laundry process. Portable and lightweight, this mini washing machine is an ideal choice for business trips, camping, vacations, and travel, easily fitting into a suitcase for cleanliness on the go.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Brand:** INBEKEA
- **Product Dimensions:** 10.62”D x 10.62”W x 10.02”H
- **Capacity:** 6 Liters
- **Special Feature:** Portable, Lightweight
- **Access Location:** Top Load
- **Finish Type:** Silicone, TPE, TPR
- **Color:** Pink
Cycle Options: Baby Wear, Drain
Item Weight: 4.1 Pounds
Model Number: Washer-002
Efficiency: Energy Efficiency
Control Console: Touch
Standard Cycles: 1
Material Type: Pink

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

- Mini Washing Machine
- User Manual

FEATURES

Compact Structure: The INBEKEA Washer-002 is designed with a compact and portable structure for easy handling.
• **Emulated Hand Wash Technology**: High-frequency vibration and positive/negative pulsator mimic the hand washing technique, ensuring effective yet gentle cleaning.

• **Ample Capacity**: With a substantial 6L capacity, this washing machine accommodates a larger laundry load, catering to diverse needs.

• **Robust Construction**: Crafted with upgraded TPE material, the machine promises durability and resilience against stretching, aging, and high temperatures.

• **Adjustable Time Settings**: Intuitive touch controls facilitate three-speed time adjustments, providing users with flexibility based on the laundry’s dirtiness.

• **Integrated Washing and Draining**: The machine streamlines operations with a one-touch button for both washing and draining, eliminating the need for manual wringing.

• **Eco-Friendly Build**: Constructed with environmentally friendly materials, it aligns with sustainability goals and promotes eco-conscious use.
**Portability and Lightness:** Suited for on-the-go use, the machine’s compact dimensions make it perfect for travel, camping, and business trips.

**Energy-Efficient Operation:** The smaller load capacity contributes to energy efficiency, promoting environmental conservation.

**Versatile Application:** Tailored for small garments like underwear, socks, and baby clothes, ensuring a specialized and efficient laundry solution.

**HOW TO USE**

- Unfold the mini washing machine to its operational state.
- Load clothes within the recommended capacity, ensuring secure closure.
- Adjust washing time using intuitive touch controls based on dirtiness.
- Initiate the washing process with a simple one-touch activation.
- Post-wash, utilize the integrated draining function without manual wringing.
- The machine is now ready for use, offering a convenient and efficient laundry solution.

**MAINTENANCE**

- Clean the interior after each use to prevent residue accumulation.
- Wipe the exterior with a damp cloth for sustained cleanliness.
- Store the machine in a cool, dry place during periods of non-use.
- Periodically inspect the TPE material for wear or damage.
- Check the touch controls regularly to ensure proper functionality.
- Fold the machine correctly when not in use to preserve its compact design.
- Follow detergent usage guidelines to prevent excessive suds.
- Regularly check for and tighten any loose components.
- Store the machine in a folded position when not in use or during travel.

PRECAUTIONS

- Avoid overloading the machine beyond its recommended capacity.
- Keep the machine away from heat sources and direct sunlight.
- Prevent submersion in water or exposure to moisture.
- Verify proper sealing before initiating the washing process.
- Refrain from using abrasive cleaning agents on the machine.
- Place the machine on a stable and flat surface during operation.
- Utilize the machine only for its intended purpose with small garments.
- Ensure children are kept away from the machine during operation.
- Avoid disassembly or repair attempts without professional guidance.

TROUBLESHOOTING

- **Power Issues:** Inspect power sources and connections if the machine fails to turn on.
- **Remote Control Challenges:** Confirm battery functionality and clear any signal obstructions.
- **Control Responsiveness:** Restart the machine and check for button blockages or malfunctions.
- **Even Washing Experience:** Adjust machine positioning and laundry distribution for uniform washing.
- **App Connectivity Issues:** Ensure app updates and a stable internet connection for optimal performance.
- **Preventing Roller Stalling:** Apply recommended lubrication to moving parts to prevent roller stalling.
- **Heating Malfunction Inspection:** Verify heating settings and connections to identify and resolve issues.
- **Professional Assistance:** If issues persist, seek professional assistance or contact customer support for guidance.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What are the product dimensions of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine in terms of depth, width, and height?

The product dimensions of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine are 10.62 D x 10.62 W x 10.02 H inches.

What is the capacity of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?

The capacity of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine is 6 Liters.

What special features does the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine offer?

The special features include being portable and lightweight.

Where is the access location of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?
The access location of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine is top load.

What is the finish type of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine, and what materials are used in its construction?

The finish type is Silicone, Tpe, Tpr. The materials used are Pink.

What is the color of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?

The color of the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine is Pink.

What cycle options are available in the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?

The cycle options include Baby Wear and Drain.

How much does the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine weigh?

The INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine weighs 4.1 pounds.

What is the model information for the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?

The model information is Washer-002.

What efficiency rating does the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine have?

The efficiency rating is Energy Efficiency.

What are the special features mentioned for the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?

The special features include being portable and lightweight.

What type of control console does the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine have?

The control console is Touch.

How many standard cycles are available in the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine?

There is 1 standard cycle.

What is the access location mentioned for the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine, and
how does it contribute to its functionality?

The access location is top load, allowing for easy loading and unloading of clothes.

What is the material type mentioned for the INBEKEA Washer-002 Portable Mini Washing Machine, and how does it contribute to its quality?

The material type is Pink. It is made of environmentally friendly upgraded TPE material, resistant to stretching, aging, yellowing, high temperature, and corrosion, ensuring a long service life.
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